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We develop unique designs that capture attention by using design marketing 
and neuromarketing principles to ensure the brand's continued success. 

Slice Consulting is a team of strategists and designers, specialized 
in brand development, maintenance, measurement, 

and improvement through the strategic use of creativity and design.
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Naming

Metal Factory naming is made up to directly represent the activity of the
company.
That verbatim means that the company is an enterprise that produces
numerous items from metal. And the far-reaching plans include the intentions 
to enlarge the activities that will be related to metal. Due to the correct naming, 
logo choice and thorough activity the company will occupy the appropriate 
niche of the market.

Branding project #1
Metal Factory
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Typography

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 (!?,.:")

Armenian Helv

RGB 255 255 255
CMYK 0 0 0 0

RGB 171 171 171
CMYK 36 27 28 6

RGB 51 51 51
CMYK 69 60 56 66

RGB 7 98 137
CMYK 90 52 27 11

#ffffff #ababab #333333 #076289

Color palette

Logo variations
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Icons
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Branding project #2
25.am

Naming

Logo

25.am is an event timed to celebrate .am domain existence on market 
thrroughout 25 years of their activity.
A quarter of century is a solid milestone with a step by step  
achievements, with constantly replenished sta�, with on-going results.
This signi�cant interval of time should have been �xed separately 
thus the logo dedicated to this event was created.
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Logo Variations

Color palette

RGB 254 254 254
CMYK 0 0 0 0

RGB 254 203 26
CMYK 1 19 96 0

RGB  79 175 199
CMYK 65 13 17 0

RGB 44 47 52
CMYK 74 66 58 59

#fefefe #fecd1a #4fafc #2c2f34
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Logo

Naming

The naming "slice tours" was used to emphasize the possibility of getting both 
online and o�ine glimpses of new destinations. It was done on purpose to 
instill the notion that new slices of the planet that have yet to be discovered 
can be revealed. 
This naming spurs to fancy a location to be transported to that only lives in 
imagination but can be explored up closely and personally. The slogan “juicy 
slices of the world” imparts the feeling of being a tourist who will return with a 
new perspective and experiences that he won't �nd anywhere else.

Branding project #3
Slice Tours
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RGB 30 167 224
CMYK 73 15 0 0

RGB 169 200 21
CMYK 43 0 100 0

#1ea7e0 #a9c815
RGB 251 184 29
CMYK 0 31 91 0

#fbb81a

Color palette

RGB 38 37 83
CMYK 99 96 33 32

RGB 14 62 34
CMYK 91 47 91 59

#262553 #0e3e22
RGB 153 43 22

CMYK 26 92 99 25

#992b16

Logo variations
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Typography

Icons

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 (!?,.:")

V incentsHand

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 (!?,.:")

Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 (!?,.:")

FuturaPressPress
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Sticker packs
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Branding project #4
Bama

BAMA is an umbrella company that retains positive dynamics in all key business 
indicators.
And it gradually develops its projects in manifold directions.
Characterized as a reliable company BAMA values customers' trustful attitude 
most of all.
The motto of Bama is to remain steadfast and resolute in corresponding 
business �elds and build the �rm trust in the customers.

Inspiration

Logo

x

3x

4x
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Color palette

RGB 39 74 70
CMYK 82 51 63 42

#274a46

(!?,.:")

Typography
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Branding project #5
Union of Operators

Naming

Logo

x
x

2.5x

6x x x 9x

6.5x

Operating as an entity consisting of more than one telecom operators
on the territory of RA we resorted to the method of graphic image of 
dates and lines.
Moreover, the mission of our activity lays in braodband internet 
development projects by cooperating eith consimilar unions throughout 
the world.
Thus, the logo chosen in the shape of globus depicts the essence of alike 
operator unions operating all over the world.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890 (!?,.:")

À, Á, Â, Ã, Ä, Å, Æ, Ç, È, É, Ê, Ë, Ì, Í, Î, Ï, Ð, Ñ, Ò, Ó, 
Ô, Õ, Ö, ×, Ø, Ù, Ú, Û, Ü, Ý, Þ, ß. 

à, á, â, ã, ä, å, æ, ç, è, é, ê, ë, ì, í, î, ï, ð, ñ, ò, ó, 
ô, õ, ö, ÷, ø, ù, ú, û, ü, ý, þ, ÿ. 

1234567890 (!?,.:")

AVANTI  UNI  REGULAR

RGB 45 192 236
CMYK 65 2 2 0

RGB 42 164 199
CMYK 73 17 14 0

RGB 27 103 133
CMYK 89 53 33 9

RGB 23 32 36
CMYK 80 67 62 72

#2dc0ec #2aa4c7 #1b6785 #172024

Typography

Color palette
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Branding project #6
Dr. Sahakyan
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Branding project #10
Ruby Raspberry

Logo

Naming

The entire name process is dependent on the product style, target audience 
preferences, and brand context. The name "Ruby" was chosen with the goal of 
killing two birds with a single stone. On the one hand, the �rst letter of the 
word indicates “raspberry”; on the other hand, the term "ruby" is derived from 
the Latin “ruber” or “rubeus”, which means "red". It is both brief and laconic, and 
it encompasses all of the intended concepts. The naming transitions nicely into 
a logo, which is symbolized by a capital R in a twice interrupted circle, indicat-
ing that raspberry harvest occurs twice a year. The vivid green color was chosen 
with the speci�c intention of emphasizing the production's organic origin.
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Typography

Collor palette

RGB 255 255 255
CMYK 0 0 0 0

RGB 125 186 60
CMYK 56 4 100 0

RGB 30 30 30
CMYK 75 65 60 80

RGB 142 24 23
CMYK 27 100 95 32

#ffffff #7dba3c #1e1e1e #8e1817
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Logo Variations

Icons
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Sticker pack
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Arquitectura Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789(!?@,;:”’)

Arquitectura Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
123456789(!?@,;:”’)
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Branding project #15 
Etiuni

Logo

Logo Development

The logotype symbol of the touristic destination is the cast decoration 
of the 12 century B.C. from the times of the Etiuni kingdom's prosperity. 
This ornament is a disc-shaped, openwork, with a loop for hanging; symbolizes 
the sun.  In  the center is a circle with a cross, bordered by 
triangles. An ornament of concentric corners is placed between the rays 
of the cross. The sun in its turn is an embodiment of eternity.
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Naming

Typography

Collor palette

RGB 74 59 46
CMYK 52 57 66 63

RGB 61 60 55
CMYK 64 55 59 62

#4a3b2e #3d3c37

The title of the project Etiuni originates from the name of  the Etiuni Kingdom 
as the largest political formation during the pre-Urartian period in Aras Valley.
“Etiuni – forgotten kingdom”  touristic  destination is  situated in the 
Lchcommunity (exactly  on  the  territory  that  used to be a Water (Aqua) Etiuni)  
and is aimed  to attract visitors both  local and foreigners as an utterly exclusive 
place. 
The destination  title  was  chosen  purposefully to declare the spot  an open-air  
museum  due to ancient monuments that have a universal  value of 
importance,  i.e.  the Lchashen  fortress,  the cuneiform  inscription  of Urartian  
king  Argishti the First,  the  huge  royal  cemetery  with  a  total of 800 tombs.

Armomega Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789(!?@,;:”’)

Archeologicaps Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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